
November, 2016

As you would be aware Racing Clubs Tasmania has been formed to provide the capacity for the clubs

in all three codes to present for the first time a united voice to influence the future direction of the

entire racing industry. The objective is to create a situation where not only is there is a

profitable/sustainable future for the participants but there is a defined, value adding, role for the

clubs.

In the above context the purpose of this letter is to bring to your attention a once-off opportunity to

seek a better business model for funding racing in Tasmania through the possible merger of Tabcorp

and U-Bet (Tattersalls), It is a fact of life that the value chain for the racing industry stans with

breeders who produce the racing animals and ends up with the punters who wager on those animals

in races. In Australia this vertically integrated model exists in the largest states and it provides a flow

of funds to support the industry with a positive impact on stakesmoney, the lifebload of the racing

industry.

In Tasmania we no longer have this relationship. Indeed, we have witnessed the recent reductions in

stakesmoney so as to ensure that Tasracing can break even financially. While there is some doubt

that this result can continue for the long-term because of this action the industry is now said to be in

a sustainable position. However, Racing Clubs Tasmania is not focussed at this point on the role or

structure ofTasracing as it recognises the company has to operate under the restriction of the

business model that it has been presented with, based on the Funding Deed.

Under this funding model research provided to Racing Clubs Tasmania estimates that in the period

since Tasracing was established, collectively, the three codes have already raced for over 8 million

less in real terms than should have been paid out had the intention of the Funding Deed been

applied as was agreed to on their behalf. Lower stakesmoney is a recipe for a reduction in the scale

of the industry and the statistics provided in Attachment 1 are worrying to say the (east. These

trends should be of concern to your committee as less races, poor field sizes and continual shifting

of the timing of Sky coverage impacts on the capacity of clubs to generate interest in their meetings

and to earn income.
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As a result of the foregoing Racing Clubs Tasmania intends to provide submissions on the proposed

merger to both Tabcorp and the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC). The

latter must give its approval to the merger with U-BFT havin re'ected this in 2006. However, for the

merger to proceed all state racing industries will need to indicate their approval for this to take

place. In this context the objective of Racing Clubs Tasmania will be to make the case for a review of

the relationship between the holder of the wagering license for Tasmania and the Tasmanian Racing

Industry.

A BUSINESS RELATIONSHIP WITH TABCORP

Clearly ifTabcorp is successful in merging with U-BET, an outcome which is now predicted to occur

by financial analysts, there is little or no incentive from a commercial perspective for the company to

want to change the existing situation with the license for wagering in Tasmania. It will pay only

some $7 million a year for that license and pay no wagering taxation on the business it conducts. It

could redirect business from states where it pays wagering taxation to put this through Tasmania

and profit from doing so at a cost ultimately to the racing industry and governments in the other

states. Also there is no pressure forTabcorp to restore the employment levels which existed when

U-BET took over from TOTE Tasmania and the level of involvement with the producers of the

Tasmanian wagering product could continue to be through a few dollars of sponsorship spread

around the state for venue naming rights and the like (which doesn't provide much help to club

finances).

Despite this Racing Clubs Tasmania is of the view that recent public announcements by the CEO of

Tabcorp, David Attenborough, indicate that as a wagering body the company has more empathy

with promoting a successful racing industry than is experienced in this state under the current

arrangements. This suggests, as key participants in the racing industry in this state, the clubs need

to make their views known to Tabcorp and the ACCC and not rely on Tasracing or the government to

do so on their behalf.

In this respect Mr Attenborough has stated with respect to the Queensland racing industry that it

should support the merger as Tabcorp will improve the volume of wagering turnover on Queensland

racing and this will produce more income for the racing industry. He has also indicated a willingness

to revisit the contractual relationships between U-Bet, the government and the racing industry.

Mr Attenborough has also commented publicly that he is not opposed to wagering being taxed at

the point of consumption (i.e. where the punter is located) rather than as now which is at the point

where a bet is processed (i.e. the Northern Territory or other low tax regimes). This form of taxation,

while opposed by corporate bookmakers, is being introduced by the South Australian government.
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Racing Clubs Tasmania is proposing that through business contacts it has with the Tabcorp

administration that a submission be put to the company indicating how it believes a business

relationship with the Tasmanlan Racing Industry can provide a commercial "win-win" situation for

both parties. The basis of this would be through restoring a direct relationship between Tabcorp as

the wagering operator and the other segments of the value chain including the racing clubs down to

the breeders who provide the product.

This initiative, if positively received, would then be complemented by a further submission to the

ACCC to support formally the merger taking place. In terms of timing it is considered that the two

submissions can be treated sequentially as the ACCC review is expected to conclude in March 2017.

The basis of the submission to the ACCC would address the impact on competition in the wagering

market by addressing the reasons why the attempted merger in 2006 did not take place. The

objective would be to demonstrate how this could be impacted by a new business relationship

between theTasmanian Racing Industry and Tabcorp.

In conclusion the strategy being followed by Racing Clubs Tasmania, and for which it is seeking your

support, is that the business model for funding racing in Tasmania has not produced a sustainable

industry for its participants nor will it do so under the present Funding Deed and Racefields Fees

arrangement. Indeed, if the problems with the current funding model are not addressed now the

result will be that the industry will wither on the vine. However, to ensure the submissions to

Tabcorp and the ACCC have maximum credibility it is best that Racing Clubs Tasmania is representing

the views of all codes of racing through the association of the 15 racing clubs. The current members

of Racing Clubs Tasmania are therefore seeking your recognition of this once-off chance to establish

a business relationship with Tabcorp and that you express your support for this by formally joining

with us a member of the Association.

Yours sincerely

(Andrew Scanlon)

President
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